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 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

Phonics  Input see planning 

below. 

Input see planning below. Input see planning below. Input see planning below. Input see planning below. 

J, v, w, x 

CVC words phase 2 

sounds  

Phoneme j 

Jam, jet, jog, Jill, Jack 

Phoneme v  

Jam, jet, jog, van, vet   

Phoneme w 

Will, win, wag, web, wag 

Phoneme x 

Wax, fix, six, fox, box 

Practice CVCC words 

writing frame  

 

Cvcc words 

Tricky word said, so 

Practise cvcc phoneme 

frame 

  

Practise cvcc phoneme 

frame 

 

Tricky words  

He, she, we, me, be 

ay - activities 

 

ay, ou activities ea ie Tricky words  

Oh, their, people 

Reading  Individual reads x2 

children 

Individual read x 2 children Individual reads x2 children 

 

Individual reads x2 children 

 

Individual reads x2 children  

 

Morning 

learning – 

inside 

Adult Focus 
 

Number input – throw 

me, show me, grow me.  

 

Ordering numbers on the 

washing line.  

 

Can you find the missing 

number?  

 

Counting rhymes and 

counting games. 

 

Literacy INPUT – Read 

‘What the Lady Bird Heard’  

LC: to write words that 

match the way they are 

spoken 

 

Literacy INPUT: Read the 

story again, Model how to 

label a picture. Using the 

pictures from yesterday 

afternoon session. Write 

labels of all the animals on 

the farm. 

Number input – number 

fans or fingers – show me 

the number… move onto 

one more than one less 

than.  

Double ladybirds, model 

how to paint or create half 

a ladybird. Fold it in half to 

double the image. How 

many spots are there 

before? How many now? 

So… double 4 is ?? 

Literacy INPUT: Read the 

story. Model how to retell 

the story using a story map.  

LC: to be able to retell a 

familiar story.  

Em: Draw an animal and 

write initial sound or group 

of sounds to match. 

Em: write some initial 

sounds and spell some cvc 

words correctly. Eg pig, 

hen.  

Em: doubles up to 4. Em: Order pictures from the 

story.  

Exp: Draw and label a 

favourite farm animal. 

Exp: to be able to label 

pictures. Spelling some 

words correctly and 

making phonetically 

plausible attempts at 

others.  

Exp: doubles up to 6 Exp: draw 3 pictures from 

the story. Beginning middle 

and end. 

Exc: Draw an animal and 

write a sentence about it.   

Exc: write labels to add to 

pictures spelling most 

words correctly.  

Exc: doubles up to 10. 

Challenge: to record a 

number sentence to 

match the doubles.  

Exc: to create a story map 

for the whole story.  
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Challenge: can you add a 

caption and title to the 

picture.  

 

Morning 

learning – 

outside 

Adult Focus 

Literacy INPUT – Read 

‘What the Lady Bird 

Heard’  

LC: To practise retelling 

the story in your own 

words 

 

 

Show different number tiles 

to the children can they 

identify the number. Order 

numbers from 1-20 using 

number tiles. Find objects 

to match the number tile.  

Number challenge circuit 

eg: six-star jumps, 3 

bounds, 10 lunges. Can 

they come up with their 

own number circuit to 

teach the rest of the 

group.  

Retell the story of what the 

ladybird heard. Using 

objects/ chalk etc create 

a large map of the farm. In 

pairs (At a distance) can 

they give each other 

directions to find their way 

around the map? Eg open 

the gate in the dead of 

night, pass the horse and 

then turn right… can they 

create their own? 

Challenge – can you make 

it rhyme?  

Give the children a 

number can they find the 

matching number of 

objects? Can they double 

it? Repeat with different 

numbers.  

Story Story/ share learning Story/ share learning Story/ share learning Story/ share learning Story/ share learning 

Handwriting  

 
cccccccc pattern. c 

and o focus  

No, go, to 

 

 

cccccccc pattern 

focus a and o. 

Said, so 

cccccccc pattern 

focus ªd ªü  

cccccccc pattern 

focus  ªq ¡  

 

cccccccc pattern 

all letters so far  

Afternoon 

session  

Relax, stretch and 

breathe. Mindfulness. 

Free choice. 

 

 

 

Paint a farm scene using 

the animals in the story of 

What the Ladybird heard. 

Playground games 

Hopscotch 

What’s the time Mr Wolf? 

etc 

Create a farm scene using 

construction, recycling etc. 

Draw a map to go with it.  
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Create a folded barn and 

fill with animals   

2.45-3.00 

Story  

Share a story with the 

class 

Share a story with the class Share a story with the class Share a story with the class Share a story with the class 
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